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APPLICATION OF HIGH-POWER LASERS TO 
EQUATION-OF-STATE RESEARCH AT 

ULTRAHIGH PRESSURES 

ABSTRACT 

The application of high-power pulsed lasers to ultrahigh pressure equation-of-
state (KOS) experiments is discussed. It is shown that pressures along the principal 
Hugoniot between 1 and 10 TPa can be produced with existing lasers used for inertial-
confinement fusion research. The relevance of measurements in this pressure regime to im
proving our understanding of condensed matter physics is also discussed. New experimental 
techniques as weil as potential experimental problems are described, and EOS experiments 
on the Janus and Argus laser systems are proposed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The capability of high-power lasers to generate 
ultrahigh pressure shock waves has been recognized 
lor many years. When a laser pulse is Focused onto 
the surface of a solid target, a partially absorbing 
plasma is rapidly formed. Laser energy is absorbed 
in the low-density regions of this expanding plasma 
(electron density < 1 0 2 1 c m - 3 for Nd-glass-laser 
irradiation) and transported by electronic thermal 
conduction into the solid target. Material is blown 
off of the target into the lower densit) plasma, and 
this ablation drives a shock wave into the target 
ahead of the ablating surface. As irradiation con
tinues, the critical surface, where the local plasma 
frequency equals the laser frequency, moves away 
from the initial target surface, while the ablation 
from moves into the target at a velocity less than the 
shock velocity. Upon termination of the laser pulse, 
pressure drops rapidly at the ablation surface, a*td a 
rarefaction wave propagates into the target, even
tually overtaking and attenuating the shock. 

In the early studies by Kidder ' and others, 2 

simple but useful relationships were derived relating 
the shock pressure, P, to the absorbed laser inten
sity, I.* Assuming a one-dimensional problem in 
which the blow-off velocity is subsonic and the 
plasma is an ideal gas with heat capacity ratio, y, 
equal to 5/3, one can write: 

T o r a review of the laser-matter interaction problem up to 
1975. see Ref. 3. 

P=(0.055)(A/Z) l ;-M 2 ' ' 3 (1) 

where P is in TPa (1 TPa = 10 Mbar), I is in 10 , 2 

W/cm 2, A is the atomic weight of the ions, and / is 
the degree of ionization. Hnergy absorbed in ioniz
ing the atoms has been ignored in this formulation. 

liquation (1) implies that the shock pressures 
produced by laser irradiation are relative!) insen
sitive to material densit), as opposed to pressures 
generated by conventional plate-impact or 
impedance-matching techniques. More impor
tantly, Fiq. (I) predicts that a laser producing an in
tensity of 10 '^W/em -can generate pressures in the 
100-GPa range. We will show that with the very 
high-power lasers at l.l.L, it is reasonable to con
sider experiments up to the 10-TPa range. 

The proper assessment of the properties of 
laser-generated shocks and the design of experi
ments, of course, require a much more detailed un
derstanding than F.q. (I) can provide. For example, 
the absorption of laser light may be highly depen
dent on intensity and material, and may be affected 
by the temporal structure of the pulse as we!!. 
Preheat effects due to high-energy photons and elec
trons produced during the laser-light absorption 
process play a strong role in high-intensity laser 
compressions and must be understood. Finally, the 
temporal nature of the pulse and the evolution of 
the thermal properties between the critical surface 
and ablation front strongly regulate the lifetime and 
the spatial distribution of the shock wave. To more 
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properly understand these phenomena, a so
phisticated hydro-code with radiation and charged 
particle transport, such as LASNI:X, 4 must be 
used. 

In this report we discuss the potential applica
tion of the high-power glass-laser systems at LLL to 
ultrahigh pressure equation-of-state (EOS) 
research. The extreme energy densities attainable 
with the Janus, Argus, and Shiva lasers are well 
known in the field of laser-induced-fusion research. 
We shall show that these lasers also offer the 
possibility of performing accurate equation-of-state 
experiments at shock pressures in the 0.1-to-IOTPa 

High energy-density conditions occur in many 
situations in astrophysics, geophysics, and man-
made laser-driven compressions. A study of the 
phenomena associated with these conditions re
quires the knowledge of the properties, such as the 
equilibrium state and transport behavior, of many 
materials over extreme ranges of temperature and 
density. 

Theoretical approaches to the necessary 
equilibrium thermodynamics are of three general 
types. First, fundamental theories, based on our un
derstanding of the underlying physics, attempt to be 
rigorous and complete, but they are correct only in 
some asymptotic limits of temperature and density. 
Examples are the Saha ionization equilibrium 
theory, valid at low densities, and Coulomb fluid 
theory valid al high densities. Second, approximate 
theoretical models are simplifications of first-
principles theories, where known complications 
are either neglected or approximated. An example 
of a contemporary approximate theory is the 
Augmented-Plane-Wave (APW) model for elec
tronic band structure of solids. A third approach in
volves phenomenological or totally empirical 
models, in which parameters are adjusted to agree 
with experimental data. A global EOS model may 
require all three approaches in various temperature-
density regions, together with procedures for com
bining them in a thermodynamically consistent way. 

The difficulty of accurate thermodynamic 
characterization of a material may be demonstrated 
by reference to the schematic diagram shown in 
Fig. 1. Here the useful range of several theoretical 
models has been indicated. Important factors un
represented in this illustration include the complex-

range, where present theoretical models are least 
reliable and experimental data are extremely 
limited. 

The first part oT this report surveys the present 
status of theoretical EOS for materials at exireme 
pressures and temperatures. The remainder of the 
report is an assessment of the feasibility of EOS ex
periments using the LLL laser systems. We shaft ad
dress both specific experiments, which may be im
plemented immediately using presently developed 
facilities and diagnostics, and more general con
cepts, which may be developed over the next 
decade. 

ities of atomic number-dependence and molecular 
structures. The eight theoretical regions shown can 
be divided into three classes as follows: 
Class I. Theoretically precise 

• Ideal and weakly coupled plasma 
• Saha ionization equilibrium 
• High density Coulomb fluid 

Class 2. Theoretically approximate, ranging from 
accurate to inaccurate depending on T,/> 

• Dense partially ionized plasma 
• Multiphase and neutral fluid 
• Condensed matter 

Class 3. Theoretically intractable at present 
• Strong pressure ionization 
• Hot, charged, dense plasma-liquid. 
The theories listed as precise are supported by 

laboratory or astronomical experimental data in the 
appropriate T,/J regions. The approximate theories 
of the second class generally appproach the 
rigorously correct theories in their appropriate T,/J 
limit. For example, the dense partial ionization 
model has the Saha ionization equilibrium as its low 
p and high T asymptote. To some degree these 
theories have experimental support. The intractable 
regimes represent the thermodynamic region where 
present modeling is least reliable. 

The range of data from contemporary ex
perimental techniques is also indicated in Fig. 1. 
These techniques include: 

• Static compression, using high-pressure 
presses, such rs diamond anvils, for measurements 
on the isotherm up to ~0.1 TPa. 5- 6 

• Explosive and gas-gun-generated shock-
wave compression for measurements on or near the 
principal Hugoniot at pressures up to ~0.5 TPa. 

PRESENT STATUS OF THEORETICAL AND 
EXPERIMENTAL EOS RESEARCH 
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Fij;. I. Schematic diagram of energy-density plane of KOS surface for fictitious but realistic material. The eight folio* inc. are the theoretical 
rc-gnwtt drtcassed in roc ttxt: <t; ideatand Hvxktf cmtpted ptesma, (2)Ssbe tamxitiiottequilibrium, <.'/ fr/£fr-&WM7t ( nalomb fluid. <•! tden*f. 
partialis ioni/ed plasma. (5) multiphase and neutral fluid, (6) condensed mattir. |7) strong pressure ioni/ulio.i. iNi hot. chanicd. dense 
plasma-liquid. 

• Isobanc expansion 7 for measurements in 
expanded hoi liquid metals at temperatures up to ~l 
eV. 

• Magnetic flux implosion for measurements 
along the isenfrope to pressures of 0.5 to 1 TPa. 8 

Hugoniot measurements have also been made 
in the l-to-5-TPa range by Al'tshuler el al. 9 in the 
Soviet Union, and by Ragan el al. al LASL, l oboth 

using a nuclear explosion as the driving source. Re
cent revisions in the standards used in the Soviet ex
periments have changed the daia b> as tnufh as 
50%. " Because of their questionable accuracy, 
these data are not included in Fig. I. The data point 
by Ragan el al. is not included because their ex
perimental technique was applicable only to molyb
denum. 
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We see that the range of validity of present 
theoretical models forms one outer boundary about 
a portion of the BOS space shown in Tig. 1, whereat 
another boundary is formed by the range of preserit 
accurate experiments. Intermediate to these regimes 
lies u large and poorly characterized region. This is 
the region where one must presently resort to 
statistical atom theories (Thorn us-Bermi) or inter
polation techniques. 

The purpose of the experiments proposed m 
the following sections is lo bridge this iarge gap be

tween experimentally and theoreticall} understood 
portions of the BOS surface. The empha:.i.s in this 
report will be on Hugoniot measurements, because 
methods for studjing the llugor,iot at ultrahigh 
pressures appear most soundly developed at pres
ent. It is also important to realize that, because the 
Hugoniot traverses a central portion of the BOS 
space shown in Big. 1. accurate data along this ther
modynamic path can provide important lie points 
for interpolations between the various theoretically 
understood regions. 

SHOCK PRESSURE ACHIEVABLE WITH 
LLL HIGH-POWER LASERS 

The pursuit of fusion by inertial confinement 
has led to the development at I.BB of the world's 
most powerful lasers. We will be discussing four 
LL1 laser facilities 1 2; each in its time has been, is, or 
will be the world's most powerful. The smallest laser 
is Janus, constructed in 1974 and capable of deliver
ing a maximum of about 200 GW of power in Gaus
sian pulses as long as 300 ps l -WHM in each of its 
two arms. Argus, completed in 1976, can deliver up 
to several terrawatts on target in pulses potentially 
as long as several nanoseconds. Shiva, which began 
operation in December 1977, has twenty beams, 
bundled into two branches, and is expected to 
produce about 10-15 TW in each branch. Shiva 
Nova, scheduled for the early 1980's, will produce 
100 TW in each of two brunches. 

We have used the LASNBX code 4 to study the 
irradiation of 1-mm-diam disks of solid 132, B i l l . 
Be, and U by the aforementioned lasers. The max
imum pressures achievable in these materials are 
summarized in Big. 2. The pulse characteristics are 
listed in the figure caption. Bigure 2 also shows the 
maximum shock pressures possible in these 
materials using conventional laboratory techniques. 
It is seen that even in a Janus EOS experiment, 
pressures could be produced that would exceed 
those possible by any other present laboratory 
technique. With the more powerful lasers, in
teresting regimes of present theoretical uncertainty 
could be experimentally addressed for the first time. 

As exciting as the prospect of doing experi
ments in a presently inaccessible regime of BOS 
space might be, the foregoing discussion remains lit
tle more than a curiosity unless accurate diagnostic 
techniques can be developed. It is easy to appreciate 
that the diagnostic requirements for accurately 
characterizing a laser-driven, shock-wave event are 

0.2 

0.1 

0.05 

0.02 

0.01 

LiH 

<• Maximum pressures 
achievable in above materials 
using two-stage, light-gas gun 

X _L _l_ 
5 10 20 

Atomic number 
50 100 

I'iy. 2. I.ASMCX-calculalvd peak shock pressures ach it-table in 
various mnlcials by irradiation with different LI. I . lasers (pulse 
characteristics used in these calculations were S0-.I '250-ps 
KWHM for Janus, w ' j / l ns FWHM for ArRUs. HTJ / I as 
l-WHM for Shim, and 10 s . l ' l ns K t tHM for Shha Nova; all 
pulses were (Gaussian). 
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extremely severe. The necessity of small targets and 
the short duration of upical laser pulses (no more 
than a feu nanoseconds) mean that any measure
ment must be nmde with high spatial and temporal 
resolution. For example, an accurate in-targel 
velocity measurement in a 1-mm-diam target 
irradiated hy a 1-ns pulse would require time resolu
tion of -* 10 ps and spatial resoluton of - 1 urn. We 
will see thai such techniques are presently available 
and t lut the design ol clean, accurate experiments 
appeals feasible. 

In ihe following section we discuss some of the 
properties of laser-generated shocks that must be 
properh understood before meaningful FOS experi-

•\n\ I OS experiment requires a determination 
of ihe iniii.il ,IIK1 fni.il slates of the material being 
studied. In ;i shoek-wme experiment tiiis means that 
the Londitions ahead of and behind the shock front 
musi be measured. In the simplest experiments the 
stale of the material ahead of the shock is the am
bient state and is measured before the experiment; if 
the initial state ol the material is changed by some 
phenomenon propagating ahead of the shock, ad
ditional diagnostics are required to characterize this 
new initial stale. I his often proves to be too difficult 
experimental!), and the alternative '« the design of 
an experiment with sufficient care that the initial 
state is unperturbed during the expiriment. This is 
one requirement ol a so-called "clea'i" experiment. 

Ml of the state variables cannot in general be 
measured in an FOS experiment. Usually, only one 
or two variables are measured and are related to the 
other variables of the problem through the conser
vation laws of mass, momentum, and energy. In or
der to apply these laws, the geometry of the shock 
wave must be known. The simplest shock-wave ex
periments are one-dimensional (i.e., the shock wave 
is planar), and the characteristic thickness of the 
shock front is negligibly small. In the following we 
will therefore be striving toward experiments that 
satisfy these conditions. 

The foregoing considerations require that early 
experiments must study the structure of laser-
generated shocks. Potentially important phenom
ena that must be characterized include: 

Geometrical Effects 

The rapid heating of a planar surface by the ab
sorption of laser energy produces a shock wave that 

ments can be performed. Then in the section en
titled "Fquation-of-State Diagnostic Techniques" 
diagnostic requirements for ultrahigh pressure FOS 
experiments are discussed, and an assessment of the 
applicability of various techniques to laser experi
ments is made. The section entitled "Previous Fx-
perimenls" reviews the rather small amount of 
previous experimental work in this field. !n the sec-
lions, "FOS Feasibility Fxperiment ( ' I'Pa) Using 
Janus Laser" and "Argus 1 OS Fxperiment 
Designed to Reach 2 TPa." we propose experiments 
that could be performed on the Janus and Argus 
lasers in '.he near future. And in the final section we 
discuss other potential laser-FOS experiments. 

is essentially spherical at distances from the surface 
that are comparable to the diameter of the 
irradiated spot. The achievement of a planar shock 
therefore requires targets that are thin relative to the 
spot diameter. Shock planariiv can be verified ex
per imenta l ly and will be discussed under 
"Fquat ion-of-Sta le Diagnostic Techniques . " 
Geometrical effects may also be studied with two-
dimensional LASNFX calculations. 

Effects cf Spatial Variation in 
Laser intensity 

T,ie ideal laser pu'se exhibits a super-Gaussian 
spatial variation of intensity; i.e.. I \ 0 ^ exp 
i -UAoH- where r 0 is the spot radius and n > 5. 
Thus. I is very uniform across the inadiated spot. In 
reality, however, the pulse ma\ contain "hot spots." 
small regions of higher intensity, due to hea:n 
breakup in the laser amplifier chains. Theoretically, 
the thermal conductivity of the laser-generated 
plasma is sufficiently high to smooth out these hot 
spots as long as ( v 0 M > - ' v t h c r m ) < < I. w here v i l v . is the 
velocity of the plasma electrons in the electric fie'd 
of the laser radiation, and v , h ( . r m is their theun.ii 
velocity. This condition is satisfied for 
1 ^ 1 0 M * W / c m - , which covers the intensity 
regimes we'll be discussing for Janus and Argus ex
periments. At higher intensities, the effects of a non
uniform laser profile on the shock structure must be 
assessed carefully. 

Absorpt ion M e c h a n i s m s that Depend on 
Ang le o f Incidence 

At high intensities, a .significant fraction of the 
absorbed laser energy may be due to resonant 

STRICTURE OF LASER-GENERATED SHOCK WAVES 
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absorption, '-1 which varies with angle of incidence. 
Tf the target is not situated in the Gaussian waist of' 
the incident pulse, this mechanism could lead to a 
nonuniform shock s i r :ture. These effects should 
not be significant at intensities below - 10 i 4 

W/cm % but may become important in higher-
intensity experiments designed to probe beyond 1 

pressures of —2 TPa. 

Suprathermal Electrons 

A b s o r p t i o n of laser light by col lect ive ' 
mechanisms can produce electron distributions that 
are highly non-Maxwellian, and the production of 
very-high energy electrons is particularly favored. 
Experimentally, this is a phenonv/non of great im
portance, because the long mcan-fiee paths of such 
suprutherma! electrons permit them to penetrate far 
into the target, preheating material ahead of the 
shock and making shock compression more dif
ficult. This problem has been of considerable con
cern to laser-fusion researchers. A principal concern 
in an EOS experiment is thai preheating ma) 
significantly alter the thermodynamic stale ahead of 
the shock front, so that the initial conditions of the 
problem are effectively unknown. 

Clearly, targets must be designed ?uch that the 
region of study lies beyond the range of suprather
mal electron preheat effects. Here LAJNJIX proves 
invaluable. In the section entitled "HOS Feasibility 
Experiment (1 TPa) Using Janus Laser." we will see 
that the temperature profile of the shock may be 
strongly modified by supra thermal electron 
preheating; this result suggests a potentially useful 
means for exploring preheating effects experimen
tally. 

A shock compression is fully described by the 
pressure p, density u, and internal energy E ahead of 
and behind the shock front, as well as thu shock 
propagation velocity u s and material velocity u^ 
The initial state pr> PQ, E 0 is usually known. Equa
tions of conservation of mass, energy, and momen
tum relate the remaining five unknowns. Thus, two 
of these five parameters must be measured to deter
mine completely -n equation-of-slate point, p 
= P(P. E)-

To appreciate the kinds of diagnostic tools that 
might apply to these experiments, we should first 

Radiative Preheating from Shock Front 

The very high pressure shock waves discussed 
here are characterized by temperatures ranging 
from several eV to several hundred eV. Thermal 
radiation frequencies from these shock fronts may 
therefore exceed the plasma frequencies of most 
met ah., permitting t tv thermal radiat ion to 
propagate ahead of the shock front and couple into 
the uncompressed matter. The consequence would 
be an effective broadening of the shock front. Such 
phenomena are well documented in studies of 
shocked gases, in which, due to the iong photon 
r<:an free paths, radiution-eoupled-shocks <vith 
cii.racleristic widths as great as i millimeter arc-
possible. , 4 Of course, these effects would be greatly 
reduced in a metal: howeier. shock widths of c\en a 
few microns would be a serious problem in targets 
that are no more than a few tens or hundreds of 
microns thick. 

Thermoe lec tr i c Transport A c r o s s 
S h o c k Front 

The large temperature gradient across the 
shock front may p rondc the means for electrons in 
the shock-compressed material near the front to 
mo\e into the uncompressed material. I ravelling at 
roughly the Eermi \elocit \ . which may typically be 
an order of magnitude higher than the -.hock 
velocity, these electrons represent another possible 
preheat mechanism. 

The above phenomena must be considered in 
the successful design ot an_\ luser-gener.ued shock -
compression experiment, these effects will be read-
dressed in the following sections on diagnostics and 
proposed experiments 

discuss briefly how target dimensions are deter
mined, because target v / c and laser-pulse length 
together define the spa Dal and temporal scales of 
the problem. 

The dimensions of flat disk targ'-ls are deter
mined by the following constraints: 

• Laser-irradiated area must be smalt enough 
to permit sufficiently high intensity. 1. and thus high 
pressure(°=i 2 \ approximately), to be attained. 

• Diameter oi irradiated area must be large 
compared to disk thickness so that shock-wave 
propagation is essentially one-dimensional. 

EQUATION-OF-STATE DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES 



• Target thickness must be large enough to 
permit study of the shock in a region that has not 
beer, preheated by fast electrons or x rays produced 
near the critical surface. 

• Target thickness (and. hence, shock transit 
time) must be sufficient!) small thai, after the laser 
power is turned off. rarefaction waves from the 
ablution surface do nn\ significantly attenuate the 
shuck Tor later di^.i ssion we refer to this charac-
• eristic thickness us me "rarefaction range." 

I o: s ign i f i can t m e n s u r a b l e p r e s s u r e s 
i>0..> MJ;i> to be produced with a Janus pulse 
(=*M)0 ps; the above considerations requirea target 
less than 500 10 1000 ^m in diameter and 30 to 
50 (jm thick. Shock velocities for the pressures dis
cussed in this report are expected to range from 20 
to 50 ^m ns. I he transit times for such shock'-
through Janus targets mav therefore be no more 
than a few in: this defines the total duration of ihe 
experiment. \ n accurate temporal eharacteriziaiion 
of a in material propcriv on this time seal*; therefore 
requires unusiialk precise resolution, on the order 
oi a lew picoseconds Diagnostic tools used in con
ventional shock-w a\ e experiments, {e.g . self-
shorttnjj electrical pmsj respond much too slowh (a 
feu hundred picoseconds] to be of use in these ex
periments. \\ e must therefore consider whether 
mater ia l p rope r t i e s can be measured with 
nieaninyiLiI accurac> on the lime and spatial scales 
defined above. 

I .nfortunatelj. in an LOS experiment it is 
usuallv not possible to measure accurately p . p, and 
I direcih. What can be readily measured is u s . and 
we discuss below how this may be done in laser i£OS 
experiments. We also discuss a potential method for 
measuring u„. 

Shock Velocity Measurements in Metals 
i 

r^his technique uses an ultra fast s t reA camera 
to measure the temporal dependence of the 
briglithess of a metallic target surface (see Fig. 3). 
The thermal radiation produced b> the high-
temperature shock front will become visible to the 
streak1 camera only when the shock has advanced to 
within! a few skin depths, o. of the surface. As the-
shock] progresses to the surface, ihe surface 
brighthess will increaseunlil the shock breaks out o\' 
the free surface, at which lime rarefaction and rapid 
cooling ensue. The rise lime of the signal recorded 
by the' camera will be approximate!} o ' U v l o r the 
optical-frequency components of this signal, which 
will be recorded by the streak camera, h - 0.1 ,um. 
In alilimmum, for example, at 2 T h i , u s " 0 0 
p m / n | The arrival time of the shock at the free sur
face c6uid therefore se determined to within - 3 ps 
by accurately recording the onset ol this optical 
signalj This uncertainty is comparable to the lime 
resolution ( - ID ps) of the streak cameras presently 
used in laser fusion research at Li.I.. '"* 

T,he feas ib i l i ty of s t u d y i n g t he h i ^ h -
tempcraturc shock front on a 10-pstimesc .ic would 
permit us to assess expcrimenU'Iiy some of the 
phenomena discussed in the previous section 
(suprathernv-- electron effects, rauiative heating 
from i;:e shock front, etc.), became if ihey occur, 
they would add temporal structure to the radiated 
signal.! Obviously, if we cannot see such effects on 
this time scale, they play <io significant role in the 
problem. We can also study ihe spatial distribution 
of the thermal radiation with spatial resolution near 
10/im.by appropriate magnification in the streak 
camera imaging optics. Thus, by studying the tern-

Laser 
pulse 

- Skin depth 6 

Optical 
signal 

- Shock front 
with velocity u 

K. - _ _ ^ ^ Ultrafasi. 

r * - ^ ^ camera 

i * . tr 
/ ^v^ c / ^ sig

 

/ 
u I n I O _J . 

Time 

Rise t i m e r - — <10ps 

\"W. 3. Optical measurement of shock arrival times at metal surfaces (because visible thermal radiation produced h> shuck heating will be 
seen hy the- streak earner a nnl\ after shuck has advanced tu within a few skin-depths'of the free surface, camera will record a rapidly increasing 
signal i. 
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poral and spatial history of the thermal radiation 
emitted across the rear face of an irradiated disk, 
uniformity of the shock can be assessed. 

By measuring the arrivaltime of the shock at 
two precisely measured steps on the rear surface of a 
laser-irradiated disk, a shock velocity may be ob
tained (see Fig. 4). For a step height of25/jm and u s 

- 30 fim, an average shock velocity may be 
measured with an accuracy of -^2%, assuming that 
the steps are smoooth to within a few tenths of a 
micron anu that tlieir separation can likewise be 
measured to within a few tenths of a micron; this is 
readily achievable. 

: With the long pulses (6 to 10 ns) that are possi
ble, only on the higher-energy lasers, Argus and 
Shiva, targets may be made, larger, because the 
rarefaction range increases. For a 10-ns pulse a step 
height of 75 to 100 pm could be used, and a conse
quent shock velocity measurement accurate to ~ 1 % 
may be expected. This approaches the accuracy 
possible with the best present techniques, used in 
conventional experiments at much lower pressures. 

j 

Shock Velocity Measurements 
In Transparent Solids 

i A technique for measuring shock velocities in 
initially transparent targets was first suggested by 
van Kcssel and Sigel. l 6 - I 7 The method, sketched in 
fig. 5, consists of backlighting the target normal to 
tjhe direction of shock propagation with a small 
visible-light laser. As the shock propagates through 
the target, material is ionized by the high pressure 
and temperatures, and the target becomes opaque 
to the backlighting source. An ulirafasl streak 
damera is used to obtain a temporal and spatial 
record of the opaquing of the target. This record 
permits a shock velocity to be determined. The ac
curacy of this technique is limited by time and 
sjxitiul resolution or the camera. For example, 1-jtm 
sjputial resolution and 10-ps time resolution are re
quired to determine the shock velocity of a 25-
/im/ns shock to 2% accuracy. 
! One problem, inherent in this diagnostic, is the 
question whether the ionization front can be 

Laser 
pulse 

-«-AX-»--«-AX-»- Shock arrives at 
second surface 

Shock arrives at 
first surface 

AX 

Streak camera 
picture 

Stepped target 

Fig. A. Sketch of idealised streak-camera photograph showing optical signals corresponding to shock breakout at two surfaces on stepped 
target. 



Shock-produced 
ionization front 

Optically 
transparent 
target 

Opaquing of 
target to 
backlighting 
source 

Streak camera 
photograph 

Fie,. 5. Kehematic of technique for measuring u s in initially transparent materials and an idealized streak photograph uhtained. 

associated with the shock front and not with 
preheating effects. Resolution of this question re
quires either a good ionization model (which de
mands very low Z) for the target and a quantitative 
understanding of preheating effects or an additional 
diagnostic. A possible diagnostic is sketched in 
Fig. 6. Here the experimental configuration is iden
tical to that in Fig. 5, except for a thin metal disk at 
the bottom of a narrow notch facing the oncoming 
shock wave. By observing the onset ofmotion of the 
disk, the arrival lime of the shock can be ascer
tained. 

Two spatially resolved dimensions of the shock 
propagation may be obtained by using a mode-
locked dye laser, with pulse lengths of about 5 ps at 
~2-ns intervals, as the backlighting source. In this 

method, the streaking rale of the camera is slowed 
down and the slit opened up to a few hundred 
microns. If the streaking rate is slow relative to the 
5fps pulse duration, then a series of two-
dimensional images is produced on the film. This 
technique would prove especially useful for study
ing the geometrical effects mentioned in the 
previous section. 

Particle Velocity Measurement 

A possible technique for measuring the particle 
velocity behind the shock front employs the ul-
trafast x-ray streak camera developed in the l.LL 
Lliser Program. ' 8 This instrument, presently used 
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slunk, so dial motion of disk commences siniiillaiieoiislv wiili a rmal of shock. 

for space-lime studies of x-ray emission from im
ploding laser-fusion targets, offers simultaneous 
temporal resolution of 15 ps and spatial resolution 
of 6 /im, !l has a nearly energy-independent 
response to photons in the 0.3-to-8-keV range. An 
experimental arrangement for particle velocity 
measurement is shown in Fig. 7. 

The target is composed of two adjoining slabs, 
chosen to have greatly differing photon cross sec
tions in the energy range of the x-ray source, one be
ing essentially transparent, the other opaque to the 
x rays. For a source energy of 10 keV, suitable ex
amples would be LiH and Al. The x rays could be 
generated by the beam not used for target irradia
tion. 

A backlighting technique is then used to ob
serve the transit of the target interface across the 
field of view of the streak camera (MOO/zm al 50X 
magnification). The velocity of the interface is equal 
to the particle velocity on either side of the inter
face. It is possible that the opacity of the 
transparent material will vary sufficiently upon 
shock compression that the shock front could be 
also observed in the streaking record. Neglecting 
diffraction effects, the accuracy estimated for this 

measurement Aould be (: to S'V 
(consistent with L I ^ 50 ^m nsi 

Target chamber 

l'if>. 7. Possible p;irliclc-u'l»cit> diagnostic utilizing ultrafasl x-
rav streak camera. 



O t h e r I * r o p e r ( > M e a s u r e m e n t s 

I he lo rego ing discussion has focused on 
\eloeitv measurements in the shock-compressed 
: i rge; 1 hese ire the onl> proper t ies l h a l appear 
le.isihle to t reasure .it present, using exist ing 
diagnostic too > However , the long- range view in
cludes the desire M i i d necessity) to measure ad
d i t i ona l proper t ies A direct dcnsitv measurement 
wou ld i»e ol i j ie. i t value Because d e n s i u is related 
'>> MMkk ami p .n lK le \elt)cit> b\ / . / i ( , = ( 1 

u.% u > en"!- m j r i iir..) I J S ( . J I I \cjii lo large un
certaint ies n; ,. when p pti becomes large. One 
p> o c 1111.111". I ISL' ILI I dcnsi tv d i a g n o s t i c i nvo l ves 
rv.e.isufeinerii •>! the Si.trk b roaden ing o l x jav lines 
t rm i i scedeii t a r e d s I , i r l \ exper iments exp lo r ing 
•his !echriK|iie '' l i . r .e heen unsuccesslul because 
" ' f ie f e l i c i t s <e L' . Dopp le r h roadc t l i ng . opaci lv 
b'n.ujL-ii i i .L' i ippc.o to domina te the l ine b roaden-
n:L' it low ^omp iessmns \ t extrcmelv h igh den
sities . ih i i . l i n i igh : be achievable I n isen l rop ic c o m -
p:es-., • w i l d Shi-.a nr S i m a N o v a , the Slark w id ths 
in t\ H..^. ,PK- L-iea! enough !o p u n ide v amahle den-
M(> Hili •: m.-t..TL 

I e;u|>e'.i ' .ne a .socialcd w i th strong shocks 
: K ••! . •!.•••iiei : i i l e mleiest tor a comple te I-OS 

mode l \ i shock pressures o l 1 u> 10 1 Pa. the 
a ton iK shell s t ructure breaks d o w n as c lo i rons 
become d e k c a h / c d . Heat capacit ies in this pressure 
range on the H u g o m o t ma> there lo re exh ib i t large 
peaks Because in te rna l energy is one ol the 
parameters ob ta ined t r o m a shock wave exper i 
ment , tempera ture measurements are neecssarv to 
ident i lv these heat capaeitv peaks 

I he tune du ra t ions o | the exper iments con
sidered here are I its or less, the rc lo re . anv tem
perature d iagnost ic m i i s i be a hie ;o respond rap id l v . 
perhaps m 10 ps \ t present, the onlv ins t rumenta 
t ion avai lable w u h this l ime i c s o l i i l n m wo rks in the 
v is ib le (op l ica l -s t reak earner.ISI or x-rav i w a v 
streak camera ! spectral regions 

\ . descr ibed in \ p p e n d i x \ . each ol the 

techniques to measure temper i ture m (he shock 
co.npiessed med ium has p rob lems in ins t rumenta 
t i on and i n te rp re ia t i o i i . Accuracies o l <"10'. are 
probablv needed ll the measurements are to he 
s igni f icant lo r I OS mode l ing I his accura'-v ap
pears to be neither t r i v ia l nor imposs ib le I he ac iua ! 
tempera tu re de te rm ina t ion must , however , he con
sidered as a second genera t ion e x p e i i m e n i . 

PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS 
Oiil> t ^ o exper iments a imed at c h a r a c l e n / i m i 

the propert ies o l a laser- in i t ia ted shock wave have 
been lepo i led ui the l i te ra ture . V an Kessel and 
SiL'e: ' ' id led the spat ial and t empora l deve lop
ment nocks generated b\ a 20-.I 5-ns laser pulse 
tot.used o n i o -40-;.nn-diam spots on s o h d - h \ d r o g e n 
and plexiglass slabs. The back l i gh t i ng shock-
velocitv d iagnost ic discussed in the prev ious sect ion 
was emp loved . I he observed phenomenon was 
highlv t w o - d i m e n s i o n a l , due to the smal l i r rad ia ted 
spot (an u n l o r t u n a i e necessity w i t h lasers o f on l y 
moderate power ) . 

A m a x i m u m shock ve loc i ty o f 38 ^ m / n s was 
f ound fo r the hvdrogen target . Us ing an ex t rapo la 
t i on o f I-.OS measurements made at much lower 
pressures. - f ) a peak pressure o f 0.2 T P a was es
t ima ted . Th is f igure is rather impressive, because 
the highest pressure achievable in hyd rogen by any 
other i n - l abo ra to ry means is abou t l O G P u in a 
single shock. However , the pressure est imated 
above is in ra ther p o o r agreement w i t h that pred ic
ted by one-d imens iona l code ca lcu la t ions t h a i 
predic t a m a x i m u m pressure o f abou t 2.1 TPa in 
th is exper iment . Th i s substant ia l d iscrepancy be
tween theo ry and exper iment is p r i m a r i l y due to the 

two -d imens iona l nature o f the shock f r o n t . O u r 
I . A S N f h X c a l c u l a t i o n s a l s o i n d i c a i e t h a t 
supra thermal -e lec t ron preheat p r o b a b l y p layed an 
i m p o r t a n t role in th is exper iment as we l l . These 
results po in t up the necessity o f unders tand ing the 
phenomena discussed in the sect ion en t i t l ed " S t r u c 
ture o f Laser-Generated Shock W a v e s / ' N o n e 
theless, th is exper iment represented the first d i rect 
observat ion o f a laser- in i t ia ted shock wave a n d was 
the f i rst to ind icate the po ten t i a l o f s im i la r exper i 
ments to high-pressure research. 

B i l l on ei al. - ' s tud ied the p r o p a g a t i o n o f laser-
in i t ia ted shocks in a l u m i n u m and C H i targets, using 
b o t h p lanar and cy l i nd r i ca l geometr ies. A p lanar 
C H 2 target was i r rad ia ted w i t h a 30-J /3-ns pulse 
focused on a 6 0 - ^ m - d i u m spot . The shock- t rans i t 
t ime t h rough the 30 - ^m- th i ck target was measured 
by an i n te r f e rome t r y techn ique, using the f i rst har
m o n i c o f the inc ident laser l ight (0.53 nm) as a 
d iagnost ic beam and fast f r a m i n g cameras to 
p h o t o g r a p h the in te r fe rograms. T h e emergence o f 
the shock f r o m the rear target surface was clear ly 
seen abou t 1.5 ns after the i n i t i a l i n te rac t ion w i t h 
the laser pulse. T h e est imated mean shock veloc i ty 
cor responded to a pressure o f abou t 0.17 T P a . A 
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I.AS.NI.X study of this experiment has not been 
performed, but we can conclude from other 
LASNhX calculations that supralhermal-electron 
effects were undoubtedly severe in this experiment. 

In the experiment with cylindrical geometry, an 
aluminum tube, 245 ^m in diameter and 67 ^m in 
wall thickness, was symmetrically irradiated normal 
to the cylinder axis by four laser beams. A total of 
about 1'Xl J was deposited in about 5 ns. 7 he area of 
irradiation wa.s not given. The breakthrough of the 
shock was delected by observing the extinction of 
light from a probe laser aligned along the lube axis. 
A symmetric extinction of the probe light was ob
served, indicating that high thermal conductivity 
smoothed any discrepancies in nonuniform il
lumination. I he shock transit lime corresponded to 
a pressure ol "0.2 7 Pa. 

These results are in '.irong disagreement uiih 
the higher theoretical predictions of the pressure 
III is discrepancy has been attributed partially to the 
effects of lateral thermal conduction: i.e.. the area of 
the ablation front is much greater than the area of 
the focal spot due lo lateral transport of energy be
tween the critical surface and the ablation front. A 
substantially larger focal spot ujJl eliminate Mgnifi-
cant effects due to this phenomenon. The much 
higher powers produced by the I.I.I, lasers make 
this possible 

We now discuss ihe design of two I OS experi
ments using the Janus an.l Argus lasers and directed 
at measuring materials properties in the l-tn-2-1 t'a 
range. 

EOS FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENT (1 TPa) 
USING JANUS LASER 

One of the standard methods of shock-wave 
I OS measurement is impedance matching. The 
technique involves the propagation of a shock from 
a known standard material into an unknown sample 
(or vice versa). By measuring u s in both materials 
and matching boundary conditions, one can deter
mine the l-OS of the unknown relative to that of the 
standard. Hecause only a measurement of u s is re
quired, our first series of experiments will be of this 
type. We now present results of a one-dimensional 
l.ASNBX study of an impedance-matching experi
ment appropriate for the Janus laser. 

A possible target for these experiments is 
shown in Fig. 8. The shock-velocity diagnostic dis
cussed under the heading, "Shock Velocity 
Measurements in Metals," would be used to 
measure the history of thermal radiation emitted 
from each of the stepped surfaces. We selected 
aluminum and tungsten as the two sample materials 
for this study; however, the number of feasible and 
interesting combinations is large. Aluminum is 
typical of low-Z metals, for which our theoretical 
understanding is best (another example would be 
beryllium), whereas tungsten represents the many 
high-Z metals for which our undt Handing is rather 
poor . The maximum pressures achieved by conven
tional means in these materials are about 0.2 TPa in 
Al and 0.5 TPa in W . 2 0 

A 50-J/250-ps F W H M Gaussian pulse im
pinged upon a 500-/tm-diam spot on the Al surface. 
About 30% of the incident radiation was absorbed! 

-Tungsten 

5 0 0 p m 

Aluminum T 
175 f im 

r1 

—— Each step 5 urn thick, 
p 50 f<m wide T 
175 (im 

- d 30 jim | 

MR. 8. I.ASNKX-ik'siniu'd uluniinum-lunRsti-n 
matching target fur .lunus fxpi-rinuni, 

Suprathermal-eleciron generation in the Al was 
characterized* by a= 6. 

*ln I.ASNKX, sup rat hernial electrons of velocity v arc 
produced by a source function varying as v "exp(-v V«v*). where 
v , js the mean thermal electron velocity. The parameter i> charac
terizes the energies of the supraihermals and is chosen such that 
calculations reproduce the high-energy features of measured x-
my spectra. 
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I igure l) shows the calculated pe.ik shock 
pressure plotted \s time. \ peak pressure o! ahoul 
1 5 TPa in the AI slab corresponds 10 the peak ol 
the laser pulse at 300 ps As ltie l.iser power 
decreases, rarefaction waves from the ablation I rout 
overtake the shock ;ind p decrease. B> the time the 
shock has reached the M-W interlaced - I ~ ns). p 
has decreased to about O.fi 1 Pa Because ot the 
higher shock inipe«\mce lfnuj ol \\ . ,i JO-IP.i 
shock i- produced in the \\ and a I I Pa shock is 
rcflecleu hack into the \\ at this point M t 
- 2 n ns. the shock arrives at the back surlace ol the 
\V. its magnitude now reduced to abou' 0.S I Pa 
Pressures of tins magnitude exceed I hose achicv .ihlc 
in anv material hv ^m present in-laboratorv means 
at I I I 

Puhcat ellecls can be obtained Iroir, I iy 10. 
which shows the rate of energv deposition vs dis
tance \ into the target at t MM) ps. the peak ol the 
laser pulse. The ;v\u -sources nf preheating shown 
are supraihermal electrons .md \ ravs ge.ieraied 
near the critical surface in \ l . I or X < 20 p m . 

. Temperature, T Aluminum-tungsten 

-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 

Distance, X — nm 

I'm, III. ( ulujluu'd ruii' <if pn-hcut ITHTO dcposiliun *s deplh into larKct for Janus uluminum-luitRslcn imiu'diimv-muU'liinK i-spi-rimvnt 
(linn- = .111(1 ps ill pi'ak of pulse). 
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supr:Mhernial electrons are seen to he the dominant 
prehe:i t ing mechan i sm. ISeyond X = 20 ^m 
preheating effects are not important, as can be seen 
bj ihe ploi of temperature T vs X in Fig. 10. where 
T drops from I eV at X = 10 ;mi to less than 0.1 cV 
at X = IS/iin. This temperature compares with a 
value at the shock front of abo i l 6eV. Another 
potenlial source of preheat is bhekbody radiation 
friMii the shock front ilself (see "Structure of l.aser-
(icneratcd Shock Waves"). To assess ihc impor
tance ol this phenomenon. Jow-encrg} groups were 
included in the photon group structure. However. 
effects ol such a precursor did not appear significant 
al these shock temperatures. Once the shock was 
traversed X = If-to-20 jjm region, pressure and 
temperature profiles steepen significantly, their 
widths apparently determined only by / o n e 
thicknesses. Wc note thai our one-dimensional 
calculations do not include the effects of self-
generaled magnetic fields, which are expected to 
enhance supiathermal-electron temperatures. To 
accouni for this effect, the first free surface of the 
larget shown in l-ig. 8 was positioned at X = 30 vm. 

As discussed previously a sharp turn-on of the 
oplic.il signal emitted from each step is expected. 
The I ASNFX calculations support this idea, 
figure 1 I shows the electron temperatures as func
tions of time for various larget depths. The expected 
sharp turn-on of thermal radiation* is clearly seen. 
Near the rear surface (X = 49 /im), where zoning is 
fnest. an optical-signal rise time of ^ I 0 p s is 
calculated. It is interesting to note the early-lime 
temperaiuie rises due to suprathermal-electron 
preheat. Figure II illustrates how a high preheal 
level may broaden the fast turn-on of the optical 
signal and lead to a spurious shock-velocily 
measurement. This result suggests, in fact, an in
teresting series of experiments lo study fast-electron 
preheat effects by measuring the time dependence of 
the Free-surface brightness of a thin foil. 

The 5-/*m-slep thickness shown in Fig. 8 is 
chosen as a compromise between the desire to sam
ple u s a t as many depths as possible (since u s is time-
dependent), the necessity to make the shock transit 
lime long compared to the lime resolution of the 
streak camera , and ihe constraint of keeping the 
target thin. Also, this thickness should be large 
compared lo the roughness of the step surface (<0.5 
nm for a carefully prepared surface). For a 5-^m 
step we thus expect shock velocity measurements in 
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fig. II. Temperature histories at several depths in the 50-jifn-
thick aluminum-tungsten impedance-matching larget shown in 
KIR. 8 (X = distance front initial irradiated surface; time = zero 
when leading edge of laser pulse first hits target). 

a Janus experiment to be accurate to 15% or better. 
While a u s measurement of 15% accuracy is not 

sufficient to improve significantly our present EOS 
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models, a is more than adequate to establish the 
feasibility oliaser-shock-wave experiments, to study 
preheat effects, to test code predictions, and to 
develop diagnostic capabilities. These would be the 

goals of J a n u s e xpe r i m en t s . As men t ioned 
previously, with long pulses ( > l n s ) the high-
accuracy measurements neeessarv to provide useful 
I'OS data may be made. 

ARGUS EOS EXPERIMENT DESIGNED 
TO REACH 2 TPa 

I lie ultimate aecuracv of a Janus EOS experi
ment im which velocities are measured) is limited by 
the short pulse length. Short pulse length also pre
sents us from making optimum use of the laser's 
pressure-producing capability, because rarefaction 
w.ives subsi.iniialK reduce the pressure at the shock 
Ironl before it has travers-.d ihe preheated regici, of 
the target [see I ig l)). These constraints can be 
overcome in an \ rgus shock-wave experiment, in 
which ncarlv square pulses several nanoseconds 
long are possible 

I igure 12 shous the time dependence of the 
I ASM X-predicted shock pressure in a l-mm-diam 
Al-W impedance-maiching target irradiated by a 3-
kJ 3-ris "square" pulse, produced b} stacking ten 
31)0-1 .W0-ps 1 U I I M pulses at 300-ps inle-vals. 
Here we see an MX-1 Pa shock is generated in the Al 
and I X-i Pa forward and reflected shocks are 
produced at the \l-V\ interface. Note that, because 
o) the longer pulse length, this higher pressure ex
periment is actually achievable with a lower inten
sity than that proposed for the Janus experiment. 

An assessment of preheat effects reveals a 
preheated region of about 90 ^m. At this depth. 
I ASNI.X calcula t ion indicate supratherma! elec
trons heal the material to about 0.1 eV. A possible 
impedance-matching target is shown in Fig. 13, The 
high powers and long pulse lengths achievable with 
Argus permit the use of a significantly larger target 
than that required by Janus. Note that step 
thicknesses for the Argus target are 25 ftm, com
pared to the 5-^m steps of the Janus target. Shock 
velocity measurements accurate to about 2 lo 3% 
should therefore be possible in a 3-ns-pulse Argus 
experiment. With a 6-to-10-ns square pulse, shock 
velocity measurements accurate to about 1% appear 
possible. The accuracy of an Argus EOS experi
ment, therefore, should approach that possible with 
conventional techniques (i.e., HE and two-stage gas 
guns), which operate at much iower pressures, 

The transit time for the shock across the four 
steps of the Argus target shown in Fig. 13 is about 
5 ns. which exceeds a streak-camera writing lime 
(""1.5 ns), if 10-ps time resolution is required. It 
therefore becomes necessary to time-delay a portion 
of the optica] signal. This delay could be achieved 

by mounting the largel direetl) against a coherent 
bundle of low-dispersion optical fibers, as il
lustrated in Fig. 13. Outside the target chamber, the 
bundle ma) be separated and the signals routed 
through appropriate optical delavs. 

We summarize this section b\ noting that in an 
Argus EOS experiment: 

• Pressures approaching 2 TPa can be pro
duced in a simple impedance-matching target. 
Pressures this large have not been previous!) 
produced by any conventional means. 

• Accuracy of an Argus experiment should 
approach that possible with the best present in-
laboratory technique, the two-stage gas gun, which 
is limited lo lower piessures. 

Figure 14 compan-s possible Al-W impedance 
matching experiments pet-formed with Argus, 
Janus, and the H Division two-stage gas gun. It is 
seen that the capabilities of the LLL high-pressure 
research effort could be significantly extended into 
interesting and relevant regime1-, by the successful 
development of the experiments we have discussed. 

4 6 8 
Time — ns 

10 

KIR. 12. I ' « k shock pressure vs time in Argus impedance-
matching experiment. 
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OTHER POTENTIAL LASER-DRIVEN 
EOS EXPERIMENTS 

This report has concentrated on shock-
compression experiments, because they appear to be 
the most feasible candidates for first-generation ex
periments. However, laser irradiation of matter can 
produce a rather rich variety of material states, and 
it is important to consider other potential EOS ex
periments of interest. 

Other Shock-Wave Experiments 
These include multiple-shock, expanded initial 

state shock, and blast-wave experiments. Multiple-
shock experiments would be of interest because they 
permit study of material states closer to the prin
cipal adiabat than the principal Hugoniot. Valuable 
temperature data could be obtained from such ex
periments. The production of the multishocked 
state should be readily achievable with the mul-
tibeam lasers at LLL. Expanded initial state shock, 
experiments would be of interest in exploring the 

high-temperature side of the principal Hugonioi. 
True blast-wave experiments should be possible 
with the very short pulses (down to -̂30 ps) possible 
with the LLL lasers. Thus, the attenuation of the 
laser-produced shock should be described by self-
similar relations very early in the experiment. An in
tegral blast-wave experiment has been proposed by 
Grover.2^ It is estimated that pressures above 1 TPa 
could be measured, if Argus were used as the energy 
source. 

Isentropic Compression 

Stales near the principal isentrope can be 
achieved by properly tailoring a high-energy laser 
pulse so that the irradiated material actually ex
periences a long sequence of shocks. Experiments in 
this regime would be highly desirable, because they 
could provide direct tests of the APW band-theory 
calculations discussed in the section entitled "Pres-
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would provide experimenlal data in the dense par 
tially ionized plasma regime (see Fig. 1). 

Expansion Experiments 

The efficiency with which x rays and high-
energy electrons are produced by laser-matter in
teraction suggests potentially important expansion 
experiments in which material is heated nearly un
iformly throughout its volume. The resultant 
material states would approximate an isochoric 
healing followed by isentropic expansion of the hot 
plasma. Such EOS paths in the multi-eV region 

Accelerated Flyer Plates a 

Experiments of U'»s type would use laser-driven 
ablation to accelerate a flyer-plate, which would 
subsequently impact the target, generating a high-
pressure shock wave. The potential advantage of 
thi;. technique is that the target would not be subjec
t s to suprathermal-electron preheat, nor would 
there be concern about structure in the shock profile 
due to variations in the laser-pulse profile. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
We have seen in this report thai the LLL high-

power lasers offer the potential to extend signifi
cantly the present range of HOS experiments. 
Pressures in the 0.5-to-30-TPa range could be 
achieved with facilities either presently in operation 
or planned for the next five years. Thus, a pressure-
density regime of great theoretical uncertainty could 
be addressed for the first lir.ie by laboraiory experi
ments. 

To illustrate the potential value of accurate 
ul irahigh-pressure, shock wave experiments, we 

show in I'ig. 15 a plot of shock pressure vs density 
for beryllium. Shown here are the available ex
perimental data, extending up to ^-0.1 TPa. as well 
as ihe principal Hugoniot calculated from two 
theoretical models, one the well-established 7 I D -
based hOS of Cowan. ~4 the other a recent shell-
structure model from Ciraboske and Wong. ~N Note 
the asymptotic agreement between the models—at 
low pressure where the models can be normalized to 
experimental data and at extremely high pressures 
(^JOOTPa; where first principles theory becomes 

3 4 
p - Mg/m 3 

8 9 10 

Pig. 15. Principal Hugoniot of beryllium calculated from two theoretical models, TKD-htfscd F.OS of Cowan and shell-structure model of 
(•'raboske and Wong. 
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reliable. Houe\er. in the intermediate range I to 
100 TPa. the \v,o models predict densities for a 
given pressure that differ by as much as 30% for this 
simplest of metals. This difference is illustrated in 
f ig . 16. Clearly, shock wave data of a few percent 
accuracy in this pressure range would be invaluable 
in assessing the validities of these models. 

1 ij;. l(>. l-riiL'iiitiiul di f fmmi- biMuven calculated dunstlk's of 
ln.r\Ilium along principal HtiKoniut hL'twcun 1 J-1>-Iia*.t*d and shell-
struclurt' K)Si model1, as a function ef pressure. 
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APPENDIX A 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN 

LASER-SHOCKED MATERIALS 
Conventional pyromelric techniques for determining the temperature of gray body radiators operate best 

on the high-frequency aide of the black-body spectrum. In this spectral region the radiant intensity increases as 
a high power of temperature. However, the intensity also drops off with increasing frequency like exp 
(-hui/kT);therefore, operating at frequencies too far above the blactcbody peak results in a small signal-to-
noise ratio and inaccurate temperatures. Depending on the details of the detector response and the noise spec
trum, an optimal energy range to work in is 2 to 5 times the energy of the blackbodv peak, or 9 to 25 times kT 
of the radiator. 

For shock experiments between I and lOTPa, the temperatures will be between 5 and 100 eV for various 
materials. Thus, only at the highest temperatures could the x-ray streaking camera be operated in an optimal 
spectral range. For all such experiments, the optical streaking camera will operate in the Rayleigh-Jeanstail of 
the blackbody spectrum, where the radiant intensity is proportional to T. Therefore, meaningful pyrometry 
with optical radiation will require absolute intensity measurements of accuracy better than 10%. On the other 
hand, the x-ray measurements may be made with considerably less accuracy, but one must anticipate a noise 
problem, especially from the expanding laser-generated plasma. 

The geometry of the radiation pyrometry experiments will depend on the type of material studied, lor an 
opaque material like a metal with visible radiation, residual temperature of a free surface after shock and 
release back to zero pressure can be measured. 2 6 - 2 7 The residual temperature, although interesting, would be 
confused by the fact that even if the relaxed material is in a homogeneous equilibrium state, it will he an ex
panding, highly ionized vapor with a varying opacity. In order to measure the temperature associated with a 
state close to the principal Hugoniol, a metal must be backed with a transparent anvil. -* At the shock 
pressures associated with the experiments described here, we know of no optically transparent anvil materials. 
Thus, direct optical pyromelric temperature measurements on metals shock-compressed to >1 TPa will be 
very difficult without significant increases in the time response of our diagnostics. At the higher pressures. \-
ray pyromelry may work adequately, but opacities and noise sources must be well characterized. 

The situation may be much simpler for optically transparent samples like solid M2 or pol>ethelene. 
Because in this case the unshocked part of the sample forms a transparent anvil, material on the principal 
Hugoniot can be observed directly for times as long as ' ns. If the electrons and ion temperatures behind these 
strong shocks can equilibrate on such short lime scales, the temperatures can be measured with optical 
pyrometry. Because the electron-ion equilibration time for elastic scattering is (M/m} ' - times the electron-
ion scattering lime, where M and m are the ion and electron masses, respectively, and, because the electron-
ion scattering Lime is typically 10 _ ' 5 s or less for room-temperature normal-density metals, thermal equilibra
tion may occur on sub-picosecond time scales. Nonequilibrium radiation, such as that assc. ,^ted with in
elastic collisions of electrons with ions and subsequent line radiation, must, of course, be accounted for. 

Line emission may also be used as a temperature indicator if the participating atomic levels can achieve 
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in the short time scales. For example, doping l-Uwith a small concen
tration of He could give rise to 587.5-nm radiation from Hel and 468.6-nm radiation from Hell, which can be 
used for temperature determinations at 3 to 6 eV. Besides the LTE assumption, problems associated with this 
measurement include the density dependence of oscillator strengths and Stark broadening. 
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